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RUBIDIUM VAPOUR VECTOR MAGNETOMETER

Jean RASSON*

The paper deals with a rubidium vapour vector magnetometer attached to an IBM 
PC. This applies a new polarization technique and fast high resolution frequency measure
ment in order to increase accuracy. It recalls how a RVM (rubidium vector magnetometer) 
was installed in Tihany during the Workshop and it comments on the recorded data.
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1. Introduction

The triaxial magnetometer uses the mechanical design of the ASMO 
system developed by Alldredge in the sixties [A l l d r e d g e  and S a l d u k a s  

1964] and constructed by Varian for the USCGS (type 4980A). It is 
basically a DI Helmoltz coil system (22" diameter/42 turns) allowing 
homogeneous bias fields (26000 nT) to be applied on an optical pumping 
total field magnetometer. By making five successive measurements on the 
Larmor frequency using the appropriate coil polarizations, the total field F 
and the variations of the D and /  angular components of the geomagnetic 
field vector can be extracted [B a c o n  1955]. The optical pumping magne
tometer is a Varian type 49-538A which claims a useful resolution of 
0.005 nT.

Hence the novelty in this magnetometer consists in the new data 
acquisition and management system, new polarization technique and fast 
high resolution frequency measurement resulting in improved overall 
accuracy.

* I n s t i t u t e  R o y a l M é té o r o lo g iq u e ,  C e n tre  D e  P h y s iq u e  d u  G lo b e ,  B - 5 6 7 0  D o u rb e s  B e lg iq u e
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The design goal was:
— to obtain one complete vector (D, I, F) measurement every second 

in time with a useful resolution of about one second of arc or one 
tenth of a nanotesla;

— to compute from this data minute means and store them on an IBM 
PC compatible 720 kilobytes diskette;

— to save the non-averaged instantaneous second data in a separate 
file on a contact closure, in the event of an absolute measurement 
occurring for baseline determination.

The instantaneous second data should also be capable of being used 
to generate an H  component analog record with 0.01 nT resolution for 
micropulsation studies. Operations such as clock adjustment or diskette 
exchange should not interrupt the data acquisition. The display of the most 
recent data, both instantaneous and minute means, should be given on a 
graphic screen.

2. The data acquisition system

The Magnetometer has been provided with an IBM PC compatible 
computer equipped with real time clock, with one 360 kilobytes 5 1/2" and 
one 3 1/4" 720 kilobytes disk drive but without a hard disk. There is also 
a Hercules graphic card and a digital 48 lines I/O card. The high resolution 
counter (Guide Technology 200) is also an IBM PC compatible card 
installed inside the computer case.

A constant current source delivering approximately 120 mA is 
switched by two low power transistor Я -bridges to provide the alternating 
polarizing currents to the ASMO coils. These currents are allowed to 
stabilize for 50 ms before an actual frequency measurement is taken on the 
Larmor frequency. The frequency measurement proper is made in exactly 
20 ms. All the timing is clocked by the PC and the mains frequency, which 
is derived by way of a transformer and a 4046 CMOS phase-locked loop. 
This is necessary to remove the almost always present 50 Hz mains 
pollution of the magnetic field. Other time domain filtering on the Larmor 
signal is difficult. The polarization and measurement are initiated by the 
PC through a single pulse sent over the parallel interface.
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3. Scale values

One of the advantages of this Bacon type variometer is that the scale 
values can be computed by data given by the instrument itself, provided 
that the rubidium vapour magnetometer is correctly calibrated. This latter 
means that one has determined the constants of the ’head equation1, rela
ting the Larmor frequency with the magnetic field. It has been empirically 
ascertained that for observatory use a linear relationship is sufficiently 
accurate:

F  (nT) = A (nT/Hz) - /(H z ) + B (nT) (1)

where F  is the total f ie ld ,/is  the Larmor frequency, and A and В are the 
constants of this head equation. The constants are computed after a suffi
cient number of absolute total field measurements have become available 
for a least squares adjustment. The constant В may contain any dF  due to 
spatial gradient between the reference absolute pillar and the RVM.

The scale value J  in degrees per Hertz for the D component is given 
b y  [ALLDREDGE and SALDUKAS 1964]:

J  = ( 1 8 0 /ti) ■ (E ■ A ■ F0) / H0 , (2)

the scale value К  in degrees per Hertz for the I  component is:

К = ( Ш / п ) -  E -A  (3)

A is the sensitivity of the rubidium magnetometer appearing in (1), F0 is 
the mean total field value, H0 is the mean horizontal component and E  is 
given by

E [n T 1] = (F+ + F-) / (  4 В Fo ) , (4)

where

B [nT] = V(F+2 + F 2 -  2 Fl)/2 (5)
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F+ and F_ are the mean total fields measured by the rubidium head when 
the currents in either direction are present in the polarization Helmoltz coils. 
They are of course different for the D and /  components. A special 
purpose subprogram allows measurement of these quantities when 
necessary.

4. Measurements in Tihany with the RVM

The RVM was installed in Tihany geophysical observatory from 11 
September to 18 September 1990 and recorded the geomagnetic field vector 
successfully during that period of time. Because of the presence of a 
perturbing field due to the polarization currents in the Helmoltz coils, the 
instrument could not be located in the recording vault of the observatory 
with the other variometers participating in the intercomparison session. The 
RVM was placed instead on a gypsum pillar in a small double-walled hut 
on the top of a hill at a distance of about 50 m from the recording room. 
The pillar rested on a concrete floor and was completed on 9 September 
1990. There was no temperature control inside this building. The installa
tion proved nevertheless to be entirely satisfactory. The PC and control 
electronics were located at a distance of about 120 m—near the entrance 
of the observatory.

In order to calibrate the rubidium magnetometer, absolute F measure
ments were made in Tihany with various proton magnetometers. Of these, 
some were working rather erratically at that time. To get a head equation 
using a least squares fit, I had to reject some F  measurements and keep 
others arbitrarily and in this process errors were probably introduced. I 
estimate errors in F  to be less than +/-5 nT.

Absolute D and /  measurements for baseline determination were made 
using a non-magnetic Zeiss 010B theodolite equipped with a DImag88 
fluxgate magnetometer from IPG Strasbourg featuring an amorphous sen
sor. Figures 1 and 2 summarize those measurements. Baseline drift for D 
is about 20" from 13/9 to 18/9; scatter is at the +/-7" level. For /  there is 
no obvious drift and scatter is +/-6".

No measurements are available of the temperature of the RVM during 
the intercomparison session. There could be an effect on the /  component 
as one sees that the afternoon baseline determinations are always too high
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UT in  d a y s  ( o r ig in :  1 3 - s e p —1 9 9 0 )
□  R e fe re n c e  p i l l a r  +  E x t e r n a l p i l l a r

Fig. 1. Declination baseline measurements during the Tihany workshop. Note that .01 
degree = 36". Sightings from the external pillar were made on East tower of Tihany 

church and reduced with an azimuth of 4.000 degrees

Lábra. Rubidium Vektor Magnetométer deklináció bázisvonala. A tihanyi mérés idején 
.01°=36". A külső pillértől az irányítást a tihanyi templom keleti tornyára célozták és 

4,000 fok azimuttal csökkentették

Puc. 1. Опорная линия наклонений рубидиевого векторного магнитометра.
Во время измерений в Тихани ,01°=36" Визиры были нацелены со столба на 

восточную башню тиханьского костела и уменьшены на 4,00 градуса по

by say ten seconds of arc. Bearing in mind a diurnal temperature wave of 
5°C amplitude, this could give a tentative temperature coefficient of 2"/°C 
for the inclination. The D component does not seem to have this defect.

Data were reduced with a constant mean base for D (1.5628°) and I 
(63.1886°). Scale values were 0.0002945°/unit for D and 0.000141 l°/unit 
for I. /1=0.22531 nT/Hz and 5=-2494.9 nT in the head equation. Taking a 
variable base to give a better fit to the baseline determinations could result 
in a slight improvement. Fig. 3 gives an example of the data.
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U T da j s  ( o r ig in :  1 3 —se p  —1 9 9 0 )
□  R e fe r e n c e  p i l l a r  - f E x t e r n a l  p i l l a r

Fig. 2. Inclination baseline measurements 

2.ábra. Rubidium Vektor Magnetométer inklináció bázisvonala 

Рис. 2. Опорная линия склонений рубидиевого векторного магнитометра

5. Conclusion

One sees that Bacon’s idea and Alldredge’s ASMO scheme can still 
be valuable for the collection of digital geomagnetic data, especially if 
modem electronics is switched in. Big advantages come from the use of a 
PC equipped with a high resolution counter card allowing compactness and 
low cost for the data acquisition. The superb performance of the optical 
pumping magnetometer allows measurement at a fast rate and high sensi
tivity without the need to manipulate submicrovolt signals. The scale values
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UT Hours 1 4 / 9 / 1 9 9 0  
--------  D Minute Means

Fig. 3. Geomagnetic declination for 14 September 1990 in Tihany as recorded by the
rubidium vector magnetometer

3.dbra. Rubidium Vektor Magnetométerrel észlelt földmágneses deklináció 1990
szeptember 14-én

Puc. 3. Средние по минутам рубидиевого векторного магнитометра

need not be determined by an external calibration device. The baseline 
stability is satisfactory and the temperature coefficient should not be a 
problem if modest temperature control is provided for the recording room. 
The installation is quite simple by orienting the coils on H  and there is no 
need to locate geographic north. Finally I consider it an advantage to 
measure the same components for the variometers as for the absolute 
measurements.
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RUBÍDIUM VEKTOR MAGNETOMÉTER

Jean RASSON

IBM-PC-hez kapcsolt új optikai gerjesztésű rubidium vektor magnetométert ismer
tet a szerző, mely új technikát használ a polarizálásra és a frekvenciamérésre a pontosság 
növelése céljából. Megadja a Workshop alatti mérés helyszínrajzát és megjegyzéseket fűz 
a mérési eredményekhez.

РУБИИДЕВИЙ ВЕКТОРНЫ Й М АГНИТОМ ЕТР 

Йан РАССОН

Автором дается характеристика нового рубидиевого векторного магнитом
етра с оптическим возбуждением, подключенного к компьютеру IBM, в котором 
для увеличения точности применяется новая техника поляризации и измерения 
частот. Приводится план ситуации производства измерений во время рабочей 
встречи (Workshop) и комментарии к результатм измерений.


